
The Anatomy of Meaning

How do we understand what others are trying to say? The answer cannot
be found in language alone. Words are linked to hand gestures and other
visible phenomena to create unified ‘composite utterances’. In this book
N.J. Enfield presents original case studies of speech-with-gesture based on
fieldwork carried out with speakers of Lao (a language of Southeast Asia).
He examines pointing gestures (including lip and finger-pointing) and
illustrative gestures (examples include depicting fish traps and tracing
kinship relations). His detailed analyses focus on the semiotic unification
problem, that is, how to make a single interpretation when multiple signs
occur together. Enfield’s arguments have implications for all branches of
science with a stake in meaning and its place in human social life. The book
will appeal to all researchers interested in the study of meaning, including
linguists, anthropologists, and psychologists.

n.j . enfield is a senior staff scientist in the Language and Cognition
Group at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Netherlands. His
recent publications include Person reference in interaction (with T. Stivers,
2007, Cambridge), Roots of human sociality (with S. C. Levinson, 2006) and
Linguistic epidemiology (2003).
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It is bad when one thing becomes two.
Yamamoto Tsunetomo, 1716
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For Sam and Matt, and their worlds.
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Preface

This is a book about meaning which concentrates mostly on the interpretation

of speech-with-gesture composites. The payoff of studying speech-with-

gesture is not only to understand gesture as a phenomenon of interest in itself,

but – of greater consequence – to help shake linguists and other students of

meaning from the view that language is an encapsulated system for conveying

meaning. It isn’t. What I’ve learnt from carrying out the work of this book is

that meaning is composite and context-grounded no matter how you look at

it. The type-level meanings traditionally described in linguistic semantics are

never the full meanings that token utterances are taken by interpreters to have,

or designed by producers to have.

Standing on the shoulders of a giant pyramid of other midgets, I offer a

mere increment on the pioneering efforts of predecessors. The idea of

composite utterances as promoted in this book is grounded in a significant

prior literature. Those most proximally responsible for the perspective taken

here include well-knowns like Adam Kendon, David McNeill, Herb Clark,

and Chuck Goodwin, but also some less widely published and cited authors

who have, nevertheless, had a direct effect on how I have come to approach

the speech-with-gesture problem. Of particular note are Tatiana Slama-

Cazacu (who suggested that language and gesture could combine in a ‘mixed

syntax’), Randi Engle (whose neo-Peircean account of ‘composite signals’

showed how utterance meanings are not merely summations of their

multimodal parts), and Arika Okrent (who insisted that if we are to

understand how ‘language’ and ‘gesture’ differ and interact, we must define

them in terms of semiotic function and not in terms of modality).

This book is one of very many contributions to an emerging discipline of

research on speech-with-gesture. With no shadow of a doubt, the most urgent

work for this new tradition is extensive and intensive description, across

languages and cultures, and across types of social and communicative

activity. Human gestures show extraordinary variation in form and meaning

compared to those of even our closest relatives in the animal world. While it

is apparently possible to summarize in a book chapter the repertoire of

gestures of a single species of great ape (Call and Tomasello 2007), this is not

ix
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possible for our species. The diversity of social behaviour across human

groups appears to be as great as that between species elsewhere in nature

(cf. Dunbar 1988). So, we cannot confidently generalize about forms and

functions of gestures and other meaningful bodily movements in human

social behaviour until we have an idea of the degree to which these

phenomena are variable across human groups. For this we need a deep

descriptive tradition. Even if we decide that gestures are non-linguistic, they

are nevertheless locally conventionalized and therefore widely variable. At

present, too little is known. A major task, then, for gesture studies is to build

an adequate descriptive base, as was (and continues to be) necessary for

language in linguistic science. The greatest breakthroughs in our under-

standing of the universal properties of language came only after we had

access to an extensive historical tradition of descriptive work on languages,

large and small, from around the world. This history is yet to be written for

gesture.

I dedicate this book to my sister and brother and the people and places

who complete them. Sam and Matt are both one of a kind, and each, uniquely,

half me.

n.j.e.

nijmegen

x Preface
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